Coronal stop deletion in English word-final consonant clusters (CSD), one of the most studied variables in sociolinguistics, has been consistently shown to be affected by the preceding and following phonological context. Previous work has treated a following pause as one type of context, on par with a following consonant or vowel. Looking at deletion rates in a corpus of spontaneous speech, we instead treat pause as a quantitative proxy for boundary strength and test the hypothesis that, not only does pause by itself gradiently reduce deletion rate, but also modulates the effect of a following phonological segment, as predicted if phonological processes are constrained by the locality of production planning. We show that the influence of a following segment on CSD decreases with increasing boundary strength, but not that of a preceding segment: an asymmetry that provides direct support for the production planning locality hypothesis.
INTRODUCTION
This paper examines the realisation of word-final coronal stops in English consonant clusters as a method of addressing a larger issue: what is the relationship between prosodic boundaries and segmental variation? We argue that this relationship can be better understood by reference to production planning, the psycholinguistic process in which speech sounds are encoded online.
Coronal stop deletion (CSD, a.k.a t/d deletion) is one of the most studied cases of variable segmental realisation in English, with decades of work in the sociolinguistic and phonetic literatures showing that a variety of factors condition deletion rate, including surrounding segmental environment, speaking rate, word frequency and morphological class [5, 9, 16, 20] . The following phonological context consistently has the largest effect [12] , with word-final t/d deleting more often before more similar segments (e.g. near-categorically before coronal stops) [5, 21] . Prosodic boundaries have long been recognised to affect CSD rate, operationalised in most work as a following context of "pause" (variously defined), and treated like a phonological context-each t/d is followed by either a pause or a vowel or a consonant. This conceptualisation of prosodic boundary is common in the wider literature on variable segmental realisation beyond CSD, such as analogous deletion of final /t/ in Dutch [13] .
Studies of CSD have found very different effects of "pause" on deletion rate, which are usually ascribed to dialectal differences [4, 6, 8] . Another possibility, however, is that the effect of prosodic boundaries on CSD rate are richer than previously suggested by the binary analysis, in two ways. First, because prosodic boundaries coexist with segmental context, it makes sense to treat them as independent factors influencing deletion rate, rather than as mutually exclusive. Second, because boundaries of different strengths may have different effects, it makes sense to treat boundary strength as continuous, rather than binary. The first goal of this paper is to clarify the role of prosodic junctures in CSD through an analysis incorporating these methodological changes.
Turning to production planning, it is known that the planning window in which detailed phonological encoding takes place is very narrow. Early work [18] hypothesised that the phonological motor plan is subject to rapid decay, and hence only planned very locally, while Levelt's influential theory [10, 11] holds that the planning window for phonological encoding does not extend beyond a single prosodic word. This would rule out any influence of phonological material in an upcoming word on the realisation of the current one, and is hence incompatible with the strong dependence of CSD rate on the following segment. More recent work has shown that the planning window must extend beyond the current prosodic word, at least under certain circumstances [7, 15] . [22] argues that the locality of production planning has interesting and complex effects on the variability and locality of phonological processes, based on the plausible assumption that the likelihood with which any phonological information about an upcoming word will be have been planned is inversely correlated with the strength of the prosodic boundary separating the two words.
With respect to CSD, this means that information about the following phonological context is only probabilistically 'available' if the information about the first segment of the following word has been retrieved when the articulation of the cluster containing t/d is planned. We therefore expect the effect of the following segment but not of a preceding segment on CSD to be gradiently modulated by the size of the boundary separating the two words: the larger the boundary, the smaller the effect of the following segment on CSD rate. We call this prediction about how production planning mediates variable realisation the production planning hypothesis (PPH; [22] ). So far, the PPH has been tested for cases of variable allomorphy (English in-ing) [22] , and for rate of flapping, glottalization and release of word-final [t] following vowels [23] ; the PPH makes important predictions about other kinds of variable process, and so additional investigation is of prime interest. Thus, a second goal of this paper is to test the PPH for the case of CSD.
This paper addresses these goals by testing several hypotheses. Based on the PPH, we expect prosodic boundaries to affect CSD by modulating the effect of the following segment, but not the effect of the preceding segment, as described above. Second, we predict a global gradient effect of boundary strength on CSD rate, independent of following context. We test these hypotheses in a corpus of spontaneous British English speech, using duration of the following pause as a proxy for boundary strength, and controlling for other variables which affect CSD rate.
DATA
The data comes from a subset of a corpus of speech from contestants on the 2008 season of Big Brother UK [16, 17] . The current dataset comes from 20 speakers, mostly of different varieties of British English. (One speaker each is from the US and Australia; the remaining 18 appear to be native speakers of British English varieties.) The dataset contains 6646 observations of word-final consonant clusters ending in an underlying /t/ or /d/ segment corresponding to 410 unique word types (per speaker: mean = 332.3, sd = 262.75; per word: mean = 16.5, sd = 135.87). Three research assistants transcribed the data, counting any phonetic realisation of the t/d segment (including burst and glottalisation) as nondeletion. Deletion of word-final /t/ or /d/ occurred in 4588 observations (token: 69%, type: 41%), comparable with previous studies of British English CSD [14, 20] . (We give both deletion rates averaged over all tokens, and averaged over word types, since types occur with very different frequencies.) The data was coded for surrounding segmental environment (PRECEDING CONTEXT and FOLLOWING CON-TEXT), PAUSE LENGTH (log-transformed), FRE-QUENCY (CELEX wordform, log-transformed; [1] ), SPEAKING RATE, and MORPHOLOGICAL CLASS (2 levels: past tense, other). As phonological environment and pause length are the variables directly related to our hypotheses, only they will be described in detail here.
Phonological Context
The following segmental environment was coded with 3 levels: neutralising consonants (i.e., coronal obstruents: /t/, /d/, /s/, /z/, /T/, /D/), non-neutralising consonants, and vocalic segments. (In contrast to previous work on CSD [5, 20, 19, 21] , tokens in "neutralising" context were not excluded from the dataset; we instead accounted for high deletion rates in this context by including appropriate terms in the statistical model presented below [16] .) The direction of deletion follows the observations of previous CSD studies, where neutralising environments induce the largest amount of deletion (type: 86%, token 89%), followed by consonants, (type: 53%, token: 75%), and vowels inducing the lowest deletion rates (type: 21%, token: 51%).
The preceding segmental environment was coded with 3 levels, based on previous work: sonorants, sibilants, and nonsibilant obstruents [20] . As expected, t/d segments before sibilants favoured deletion the most (type: 54%, token: 73%), followed by sonorants (type: 43%, token: 70%), whilst nonsibilant fricatives disfavoured deletion (type: 24%, token: 25%). Fig. 1 (top) demonstrates that CSD rate is negatively correlated with the length of the pause between the CSD environment and the following segment (Spearman's ρ = −0.275). In this sense, pause length has a gradient effect, where deletion is partially influenced as a function of the length of the pause. Whilst pause seems to reduce the rate of deletion as the length of the pause between segments increases, the pause length also seems to modulate the relative differences between following phonological environments. Fig. 1 (bottom) demonstrates this relationship, where the different deletion rates after Pause Length (log)
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Neutralising Consonants Vowels each following segmental environment is mitigated before long pauses. These effects of pause duration are not directly comparable with previous work on CSD, which have treated pause as a binary variable (as discussed above).
MODEL AND RESULTS
The production planning hypothesis is concerned with the relationship between the length of a pause (as a proxy for determining the strength of a prosodic juncture) and the following phonological environment in conditioning the likelihood of deleting a word-final coronal stop. The data was fit as a mixed-effect logistic regression using the lme4 package in R [3] . Continuous variables were centred and divided by two standard deviations. The two-level factor (morphological class) was transformed to a numerical predictor and centred. The preceding and following phonological context were coded using helmert contrasts, e.g. neutralising environment versus nonneutralising consonants (contrast 1) and all consonants versus vowels (contrast 2) for following context. The model was fit with a maximal randomeffects structure (full by-word and by-speaker intercepts and slopes) [2] , but did not include any correlations between random effects.
Results
The fixed-effect coefficients of the model are shown in Table 1 . Note that because of how predictors in this model are coded, fixed-effect coefficients for main effects can be interpreted as effects when all other variables are averaged over. Speaking rate and word frequency had strong and significant effects on deletion rates (β = 0.757, z = 4.035, p < 0.0001;β = 0.456, z = 2.553, p = 0.011), with t/d more likely to delete in faster speech and more frequent words (c.f. [24] ). Confirming the finding of [20] for British English, morphological class did not significantly affect deletion rate (p = 0.654).
Phonological Context, Pause
We first consider how phonological context and pause independently affect deletion rate, by discussing the main effect terms of Table 1 .
The effect of phonological context (i.e., at average pause duration) follow the findings of previous research. The following context has a strong and significant effect on the likelihood of deletion (rows 4-5 in Table 1) , with vowels inducing less deletion than consonantal segments, and a large difference in deletion rates between neutralising and nonneutralising consonants, as expected given the nearcategorical deletion rate for neutralising consonants [5, 6, 20] . The preceding context also significantly affects deletion rate (rows 8-9 in Table 1) , with the effect of previous segment identity on deletion rate (sibilant obstruents > sonorants > non-sibilant obstruents) following that observed in previous studies [8, 20] . The size of the preceding context effect is smaller than that of the following context: changes in the type of preceding segment result in smaller changes in deletion rate. Pause length (i.e., averaging over phonological contexts) has a large and significant effect on deletion rate (β = −2.024, z = −6.597, p < 0.0001): the probability of deletion is reduced as pause length increases, independently of the phonological context.
Pause & Phonological Context: interaction
Whilst the model has shown that the length of the pause reduces CSD rates globally, the production planning hypothesis predicts that the differences observed between following phonological contexts should be minimized as the length of the pause increases. The model reports a strong and significant interaction effect (rows 10-11 of Table 1) , which is very similar to the pattern seen in the empirical data, in Fig. 1 (bottom) : as the pause between the deletion environment and the following segment increases, the overall CSD rate reduces, and the relative difference between deletion rates for different classes of following segment is reduced, resulting in similar deletion rates regardless of the following segmental environment (we do not show separate model predictions here, for lack of space).
A crucial prediction of the production planning hypothesis is that the length of pause should not condition the relative differences of preceding context on deletion. The corresponding terms in the model, for the interaction of preceding context and pause, are weak and non-significant (rows 12-13 of Table 1); in addition, a likelihood ratio test comparing models with and without this interaction confirms that it does not significantly affect model likelihood (χ 2 (4) = 2.6443, p = 0.619). Thus, there is no evidence that the differences between preceding segmental environments are conditioned by the length of pause. Instead, segmental differences remain largely constant across differing pause lengths.
DISCUSSION
The model reported here confirms the patterns observed in the empirical data-in particular, the strong interaction between pause and following context. This result is directly predicted by the PPH, under which the conditioning of phonological processes is assumed to be constrained by the locality of production planning, and the assumption that prosodic boundary strength indeed inversely correlates with the availability and detail of upcoming phonological information. It also follows that the effect of word-internal segments preceding t/d, which should be reliably available independent of the strength of a following boundary, will not show the same interaction.
If phonological encoding is universally as local as it has been found to be in English and other languages studied so far, then the PPH makes the prediction that any phonological effect conditioned by segmental information across word boundaries is necessarily variable and modulated by prosodic boundary strength. The hypothesis is thus not only able to rationalise existing patterns of variability, but also makes predictions about whether a phonological process will be variable, depending on the information assumed to trigger them.
Our findings serve to clarify the effect of pause in CSD as well as other segmental reduction processes. First, the effect of pause length on CSD is gradient, where deletion globally reduces as a linear function of pause length. Second, pause has a modulating effect on other predictors, where, in the case of CSD, the effect of the following context is reduced as pause increases. These findings provide a new direction for approaching other kinds of variable phonological and sandhi processes.
